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which in PaderewsH's eyes was not strictly reputable,
At times it would be simply a mild flirtation between some
of the younger guests at Riond Bosson. In such a case the
master of the house would summon the unfortunate culprit,
and would walk with him up and down his study or along
the terrace, delivering a very stern lecture, putting the
whole prestige of his personality into his argument, and
ending with grave and fatherly advice. PaderewskL
expected in others his own high moral standards.
But few things roused his anger more than the slightest
signs of disrespect towards Mme Helena. Even a casual
word that lacked admiration or appreciation could make
him an enemy. One day a guest recalled an incident
that had happened many years ago, remarking: " But
after all your wife is much older than yourself." The
expression on Paderewski's face resembled that of a lion
who might at any moment become dangerous. Carefully
emphasizing every word, Paderewski said: " You are
grossly mistaken, Sir. My wife is much younger than myself.
But I also want you to know that I still consider her the most
beautiful woman I have ever seen." Turning to his sister,
he said in a whisper which was loud enough to be heard
in the farthest corner of the room : " That man must never
be asked again." Such remarks about Mme Helena were
amongst the very few which roused Paderewski to forceful
retaliation, when his engaging smile turned to the alarming
expression of a satyr. Afterwards he was always sorry.
But his feelings about Mme Helena were so strong as to
make complete self-control impossible.
Paderewski had escaped the danger of creating around
himself that magic circle common to many great artists,
in which self-centredness and a detachment from everyday
life reign supreme. Without himself realizing it, he became
the centre of another circle, which, but for his strong

